W e consider dynamic pricing competition between two firms offering vertically differentiated products to strategic customers who are intertemporal utility maximizers. We show that price skimming arises as the unique pure-strategy Markov perfect equilibrium in the game under a simple condition. Our results highlight the asymmetric effect of strategic customer behavior on quality-differentiated firms. Even though the profit of either firm decreases as customers become more strategic, the low-quality firm suffers substantially more than the high-quality firm. Furthermore, we show that unilateral commitment to static pricing by either firm generally improves profits of both firms. Interestingly, both firms enjoy higher profit lifts when the high-quality firm commits rather than when the low-quality firm commits.
Introduction
Product differentiation and pricing are among the most important marketing strategies for firms. Product differentiation is an effective way for firms to seek profitable niches in a competitive market and is prevalent for most consumer goods, including electronics, food products, and apparels. On the other hand, firms in many industries often systematically vary prices over time in order to better manage demand and increase profits. A classical explanation for this behavior is intertemporal price discrimination; high-valuation customers purchase at higher prices early, whereas low-valuation customers wait and purchase at lower prices later. The seminal work of Besanko and Winston (1990) establishes price skimming as a subgame perfect equilibrium in a market with a monopolistic seller and strategic customers who are intertemporal utility maximizers.
Product differentiation and pricing strategies are inextricably intertwined in a competitive market. Faced with differentiated products and dynamic pricing, strategic customers decide not only which products to purchase but also when to purchase them. Consequently, when making pricing decisions, a firm needs to take into consideration both the intratemporal demand competition and intertemporal demand substitution. It is therefore desirable to endogenize both customer choice behavior and purchase-timing behavior, capturing their joint effects on competing firms' pricing strategies. This is exactly the focal point of our work.
Particularly, this paper attempts to unravel the impact of strategic customer behavior on the pricing strategies of two competing firms offering vertically differentiated products. To this end, we adopt the classical vertical product differentiation model (Tirole 1988) , which is appropriate when customers have unanimous assessment on the relative attractiveness of different products. Examples include national versus store brands, full service airlines versus low-cost carriers, executive suites versus regular hotel rooms, etc. Customers have private and heterogeneous valuations on product quality. The firms determine prices simultaneously in each period to maximize their respective profits over a finite selling season. Customers have rational expectations of firms' future prices and hence, in equilibrium, can correctly predict the prices charged by the firms. They weigh the expected payoffs of purchasing from different firms at different times and decide when and where to purchase so as to maximize their individual surpluses.
Two key factors that determine customer purchase behavior in our model are quality differentiation measured by the quality ratio of a low-quality product to a high-quality product, and customer rationality measured by customer discount factor. We focus on cases where quality ratio is greater than customer discount factor; in other words, customers attribute more value 85 to purchasing the low-quality product immediately than waiting to purchase the high-quality product in the future when the two products are equally priced at the net present value.
Our model can be viewed as a competitive version of the model of Besanko and Winston (1990) . Not surprisingly, we show that equilibrium profit of either firm decreases when customers become more strategic, echoing the results in Besanko and Winston (1990) . More importantly, our competitive setup allows us to study the interaction between quality differentiation and strategic consumer behavior.
Our paper highlights two main results. The first one is the asymmetric impact of strategic customer behavior on firms' profits. Although strategic customer behavior reduces both firms' profits compared to myopic customers, its impact is substantially different for quality-differentiated firms, with the lowquality firm usually suffering much more than the high-quality firm. This finding implies that a quality disadvantage in a differentiated market is further exacerbated by strategic customer behavior when firms engage in dynamic pricing competition. The intuition is as follows. In each period, myopic customers decide only which product to purchase as they ignore the option of future purchases. Thus, the low-quality firm competes with the high-quality firm in each period ignoring intertemporal demand substitution. However, as customers act strategically, they decide not only where to purchase, but also when to purchase because they may delay purchases in anticipation of future price discounts. Hence, the low-quality product competes directly with the highquality product not only in the current period but also in the next period. As a result, the low-quality product is sandwiched between the high-quality product offerings. Furthermore, the more strategic the customers, the stronger the impact of intertemporal demand substitution across periods, resulting in much larger profit loss for the low-quality firm than for the high-quality firm.
The second result concerns firm commitment to static pricing. Commitment to static pricing is potentially an effective way to counteract negative effects of strategic customer behavior. The questions remain: How valuable is such price commitment when firms engage in price competition in a differentiated market? Furthermore, which firm is more likely to adopt static pricing when high-end and low-end businesses coexist in a market? We find that both firms in general benefit from unilateral price commitment of either firm. Furthermore, both firms enjoy higher profits when the high-quality firm commits rather than when the low-quality firm commits. This result is consistent with the business trend where firms are motivated to conduct fewer price promotions and sell more goods at face value.
1 For example, the Federated Department Stores are "being less promotional and more strategic" and claim that "regular-pricing selling is a focus" (Rozhon 2003) . Another success story is Abercrombie and Fitch, which positioned the chain as a luxury teen retailer and stopped marking down most products (O'Donnell 2006) .
The result that commitment to static pricing improves firms' profits is not surprising, in view of its effect even in the absence of competition, as static pricing eliminates customers' incentive to delay their purchases. However, the effect of price commitment is even stronger in a competitive environment as it can also alleviate price competition: firms only compete in prices in the first period because customers who purchase from the committing firm would do so as early as possible. To understand why the unilateral price commitment of the high-quality firm tends to be more desirable for both firms compared with that of the low-quality firm, we note that the residual market after the first period is more important for the low-quality firm. When the high-quality firm commits, it can grab a sizable portion of the customer base in the first period because of its quality advantage. At the same time, it alleviates the competitive pressure of the low-quality firm, which is effectively a monopoly from the second period onward. In contrast, when the low-quality firm unilaterally commits, it loses pricing flexibility and potential revenue from the residual market. Furthermore, because of its quality disadvantage, the low-quality firm has to slash its price to gain market share, imposing pressure for the high-quality firm to reduce its price as well.
Relation to the Literature
Our work is closely related to the growing literature on strategic customer behavior in operations management. This stream of literature investigates how strategic customer behavior affects firms' operational decisions in enriched contexts, including dynamic pricing (Aviv and Pazgal 2008) ; capacity rationing (Liu and van Ryzin 2008 , Gallego et al. 2008 , Ovchinnikov and Milner 2012 ; posterior price matching (Lai et al. 2010) ; quick response strategy (Cachon and Swinney 2009) ; and in-store display formats (Yin et al. 2009 ). Shen and Su (2007) and Netessine and Tang (2009) provide comprehensive reviews of the relevant literature.
Much of the existing literature focuses on a monopoly market in which strategic customers interact with a single seller for a single product, whereas we consider a duopoly market under vertical product differentiation. Several relevant papers consider either multiple products with a monopolistic seller (Parlaktürk 2012) or firms' competition under different selling environments, for example, opaque selling (Jerath et al. 2010 ) and advance selling (Cachon and Feldman 2010b) .
Our work is precedented by Levin et al. (2009) , which formulates the dynamic pricing competition among multiple capacitated firms as a stochastic dynamic game. They consider stochastic demand and constrained capacity, 2 which we do not consider. Instead, our focus is on the interaction between strategic consumer behavior and quality differentiation in the absence of demand uncertainty and capacity constraints. Our study confirms several results of theirs. We both find that (1) strategic customer behavior reduces firms' profits, as compared to the case of myopic customers; and (2) a firm incurs profit loss when it wrongly assumes that customers are myopic, and the loss is higher for a low-quality firm. However, our work is different on a number of levels. First, by virtue of a relatively simple setup, we are able to fully characterize the unique pure-strategy Markov perfect equilibrium (MPE) in explicit recursive expressions. Second, we emphasize the asymmetric effect of product quality differentiation on firms' profits in the presence of strategic customers. Third, we also examine firm commitment to static pricing, and generate novel insights on the value of price commitment.
Price commitment has been featured in the existing literature as a promising approach to counteract negative effects of strategic customer behavior. Aviv and Pazgal (2008) and Liu and van Ryzin (2008) consider firm commitment to a price path, and the former shows that such commitment benefits the firm, compared to an inventory-contingent pricing policy. Su and Zhang (2008) demonstrate this point in a supply chain and examine how price commitment can be credibly made through various supply chain contracts. Nevertheless, price commitment may not always be beneficial for firms, which has been revealed by Dasu and Tong (2010) , Swinney (2009), and Parlaktürk and Kabul (2010) . Another relevant paper by Cachon and Feldman (2010a) compares static pricing (committing to a single price) and dynamic pricing by postulating that static pricing imposes a rationing risk on customers whereas dynamic pricing imposes a price risk. Our work assumes no rationing risk and emphasizes the role of product quality differentiation in determining firms' pricing strategies. Interestingly, we show that price commitment of the high-quality firm tends to benefit both firms more than that of the lowquality firm, an insight not discussed in the existing literature.
Our focus of studying dynamic pricing is on intertemporal pricing discrimination in the presence of strategic customers.
3 In this sense, our paper is rooted in the economics literature on intertemporal demand substitution (Coase 1972 , Stokey 1979 , Bulow 1982 , Lazear 1986 , Besanko and Winston 1990 . Among them, our model can be viewed as a generalization of Besanko and Winston (1990) to a competitive setup. They show that price skimming emerges as a subgame perfect equilibrium in a monopoly market with rational customers, whereas we extend the result to a duopoly market.
Another related stream of literature is competitive dynamic pricing under customer choice behavior. Recent papers in this stream include Xu and Hopp (2006) , Lin and Sibdari (2009) , Gallego and Hu (2006) , Perakis and Sood (2006) , and Martínez-de-Albéniz and Talluri (2011), among others. In all of those papers, customers decide where (which product) to buy, based on prices and inventory levels at the time of purchase; a customer goes away immediately if her demand is not fulfilled. An implicit result in this literature is that dynamic pricing improves firms' profits under competition. In contrast, our work assumes strategic customers who decide not only where to purchase, but also when to purchase. Because strategic customers take future price expectations into account in their purchase decisions, dynamic pricing can hurt firms' profits, compared with static pricing. Therefore, strategic customer behavior changes the equilibrium outcome qualitatively, emphasizing the importance of understanding such behavior in a competitive market. We point out that our focus is on intertemporal pricing in the context of strategic customers and vertical product differentiation, and we ignore stochastic demand and capacity constraints, which are nevertheless considered in several aforementioned papers.
The Model
Consider a market with two firms, firm H and firm L, each of which offers one product. The selling season for the products is divided into T consecutive periods. Time is counted forward, so the first period is period 1, and the last period is period T . The products can be sold at different prices in different time periods. The prices offered in period t by the two firms are denoted by p t = p t H p t L , t = 1 T . The perperiod discount factor for each firm is 0 < ≤ 1 . The firms determine prices simultaneously at the beginning of each period to maximize their respective total discounted profits over T periods.
The two firms offer quality-differentiated products. Specifically, firm H offers product H with a higher quality level q H than firm L does; i.e., q H > q L . Without loss of generality, we normalize q H q L to 1 with 0 < < 1. We assume that quality levels are exogenously given, and our focus is on firms' price competition over time for any given quality ratio . Customers have heterogeneous valuations (tastes) on product quality, following a Uniform distribution on 0 1 . The valuation distribution is common knowledge for the firms and customers. If a customer with valuation purchases product i at price p t i in period t, she earns a surplus of q i − p t i , i = H L; she can also choose not to purchase and earn zero surplus.
We consider a linear cost structure where the perunit cost of H and L is c and c, respectively. To ensure nonnegative profits for the firms, we assume c < 1. Our cost assumption is a special case of those made in the literature on sequential quality-price competition for vertically differentiated products (Motta 1993 ). Because quality levels are exogenously given in our model, fixed cost can be reasonably assumed away when deriving firms' pricing strategies in equilibrium. Further, our linear cost structure is a special case of the often-assumed convex variable cost in the literature ever since Mussa and Rosen (1978) . The linear cost facilitates us to derive analytical results in a multiperiod game, whereas a general convex cost function renders the game analytically intractable. For this reason, we leave the extension to a more general cost structure to future work.
To economize on notations, the total number of customers is normalized to one. All customers arrive at the beginning of the selling season prior to period 1, and each of them purchases at most one unit of the product. Customers are intertemporal utility maximizers and decide when and which product to purchase. Customers discount utilities over time via a per-period discount factor (0 ≤ < 1). That is, when customers compare surpluses of purchasing now and waiting to purchase in the future, they discount future surpluses by . Hence, can be interpreted as the level of customer's strategicity/rationality; a higher implies that customers are more strategic. When = 0, customers purchase the product as long as they earn a positive surplus because the surplus of any future purchase is zero; in this case, customers are referred to as myopic customers. We assume that < , which implies that customers earn higher surpluses by purchasing product L immediately than purchasing product H in the following period if the two products are equally priced at the net present value. We consider this assumption a limitation of our work and will discuss its implications in §4.
We formulate the model as a finite horizon dynamic game, where the state is the set of customers who remain in the market. The solution concept we adopt is MPE, which is a profile of Markov strategies that is subgame perfect for each player; see Fudenberg and Tirole (1991) .
Equilibrium Analysis
We now analyze firms' equilibrium pricing strategies in a T -period dynamic game. A critical assumption we make is > . The relationship between and roughly captures the relative attractiveness of buying product L now versus buying product H in the next period. When > , customers attribute more value to purchasing L now than purchasing H in the next period when the two products are equally priced at the net present value (i.e., p t L = p t+1 H ). Hence, firm L can price appropriately to capture customers in the second-highest valuation segment (who prefer not to wait to purchase H in the next period), whereas customers in the highest-valuation segment purchase H in the current period. In equilibrium, both firms incur positive sales in each period, and the remaining customers after each period have valuations in a continuous interval. Such a pattern repeats over periods. Therefore, the number of remaining customers in the market suffices to be the state variable for the game. The result is formally established in the following lemma. Lemma 1. Suppose > . If a customer with valuation v purchases in period t, 1 ≤ t ≤ T , all customers in the market with valuations higher than v will also purchase in period t, for any sequence of expected future prices p T =t+1 . When > is not satisfied, customers prefer purchasing product H in the next period to purchasing product L in the current period when the two products are equally priced at the net present value. This implies that firm H can set a price in the next period such that, for any current-period price chosen by firm L, a portion of high-valuation customers wait to purchase H later rather than purchase L immediately. Thus, the remaining customers after the current period cannot be characterized by a continuous interval. Unfortunately, when this is the case, the game becomes extremely difficult to analyze; see a detailed discussion in the online appendix (http://www.danzhang.com/cp_appendix.pdf).
4 Table 1 Profits of Firm H and Firm L in the Last Period
Our analysis focuses on the characterization of a pure-strategy equilibrium. Although a mixed-strategy equilibrium may also exist, it is well known in the game theory literature that a mixed-strategy equilibrium can be difficult to interpret and implement. It is straightforward to show that when all the remaining customers have valuations less than c, i.e., t < c, there will be no sales for either firm. To avoid such a trivial case, we assume that t ≥ c. This assumption is without loss of generality because t will never fall below c on an equilibrium path. The game is analyzed by backward induction. We start with the last period problem in §4.1 and then proceed to the multiperiod problem in §4.2.
To simplify notations, we use a few sets of constants
, and B t L T t=1 in our analysis with
We also define, for t = 1 T ,
These notations will be used throughout the paper.
Analysis for the Last Period
Suppose the remaining customers have valuations over 0 T , where T ∈ c 1 . Given state T and a price pair p T = p T H p T L , a customer with valuation ≤ T purchases product H if doing so leads to a positive surplus higher than purchasing product L; i.e., − p T H ≥ − p T L + , where the notation x + denotes the nonnegative part of x. Similarly, a cus- Table 1 shows firm i's profit, r T i T p T , as a function of the state T and price pair p T for i = H L. Proposition 1 characterizes the unique Nash equilibrium in the last period.
of disjoint intervals, we can show that, even for a single-period game, the firm's payoff function may not be quasi-concave, and Nash equilibrium in pure strategies may not exist. Proposition 1. Suppose the remaining customers in the last period have valuations in the range 0 T , where T ≥ c. There exists a unique Nash equilibrium in the last period. The equilibrium prices and profits are given by
In the last period, the profit margin of firm H is higher than that of firm L, and firm H earns a higher profit as well, because of its quality advantage. In addition, strategic customer behavior (i.e., ) does not play any role in the last period game because there are no future purchase opportunities.
Multiperiod Analysis
We now analyze the T -period game for T ≥ 2 by backward induction, building on the result in Proposition 1. A multiperiod game is substantially more complex because of intertemporal customer choice between the two products over different periods. In a multiperiod game, each customer decides when and which product to purchase, or not to purchase at all.
Assume that, in period t + 1, the equilibrium margins and profits at state t+1 are given by
t+1 L t+1 − c are the profit margins in period t + 1 for the two firms, respectively.
We now consider the game in period t with state t . To write down the payoff functions, we need to analyze customer purchase decisions. Each customer determines (i) whether to purchase in period t, or wait until the next period; and (ii) in case she purchases in period t, which product (H or L) to choose. Letˆ t+1 be the valuation of a marginal customer who is indifferent between purchasing in period t and period t + 1. 
purchase options for a customer with valuation are given by
Depending on m t and the values of and , firm L may or may not incur demand in period t. When firm L incurs positive demand, the marginal valuationˆ t+1 is determined by comparing the surpluses of purchasing L in period t and purchasing H in period t + 1,
Hence,ˆ t+1 = m t L /X t+1 + c. On the other hand, if firm L does not incur positive demand in period t,ˆ t+1 is determined by comparing the surpluses of purchasing H in period t and in period t + 1; that is,
The strategy space for the two firms can be divided into four regions shown in Figure 1 . Specifically, only firm L (H ) incurs sales in region I (II); both firms incur sales in region III; neither firm has sales in region IV. Accordingly, Table 2 summarizes each firm's sales in period t and the resulting state in period t + 1 in the four regions. Our analysis reveals that a Nash equilibrium can only be sustained in region III where both firms incur positive sales in the current period t. The resulting state (the remaining market after period t) is hence determined by the indifference point between 5 Here we use the inductive hypothesis in period t + 1. 
t purchasing product L in the current period t and purchasing product H in the next period t + 1 (see Table 2 ). A key driver for this equilibrium result is the assumption > . Recall that this assumption implies that customers earn a higher surplus when purchasing product L immediately than waiting to buy product H in the future if the two products are equally priced at the net present value. In this case, for any anticipated price of firm H in the immediate future, firm L can always choose an appropriate price such that the high-valuation residual customers prefer to purchase L in the current period than to wait. As a result, both firm H and firm L incur positive sales in equilibrium, with the highest-valuation segment purchasing H and the second highest-valuation purchasing L, in each period. Proposition 2 below provides a formal statement of the existence of a unique MPE in pure strategy.
Proposition 2. There exists a unique pure-strategy MPE in the multiperiod dynamic game when > . The unique pure-strategy equilibrium in period T is given in Proposition 1. Given state t in period t < T , the equilibrium prices and profits can be characterized by
where A t H , A t L , B t H , and B t L are strictly positive constants given by
Proposition 2 fully characterizes the MPE by explicit recursive equations, which enable us to compute equilibrium prices in the following fashion. The coefficients A t i and B t i can be calculated backward for i = H L. Let * t be the state visited in period t in equilibrium. Clearly, * 1 = 1. For t = 2 T , * t can be determined forward, based on the equilibrium prices in the previous period p * t−1 H * denote the equilibrium price for firm i in period t, i = H L. In the MPE, we expect p * t i to decrease in time t. Intuitively, all customers who purchased in period t + 1 would have purchased in period t if they anticipate a price increase in period t + 1. The following proposition provides a formal statement of this result.
Proposition 3. The unique pure-strategy MPE has the following properties:
(i) Equilibrium prices decrease over time for each firm; that is, p *
(ii) As approaches 1, p * t H approaches c and p * t L approaches c for 1 ≤ t ≤ T , and the equilibrium profit of each firm approaches zero.
Part (i) in Proposition 3 can be viewed as a generalization of Proposition 2 in Besanko and Winston (1990) , which established the same result in a monopoly market. We conclude that price skimming arises under competition as well. Part (ii) is fairly intuitive. When the two firms offer almost identical products, perfect competition leads to market prices equal to marginal costs, and hence, zero profits in equilibrium.
How do equilibrium profits change with the number of periods T ? As T increases, firms have more opportunities to change prices. Our numerical experiment shows that the profit coefficient B t i , for i = H L, is a monotonically increasing and convergent sequence, except when is sufficiently small. This implies that the total equilibrium profit of each firm, in general, decreases in the number of periods T . We hence conclude that firms can suffer from dynamic pricing competition when faced with strategic customers. This result is consistent with the observation in a monopoly market studied by Besanko and Winston (1990) . However, we also find that the negative impact of dynamic pricing tends to be larger in the presence of competition. Both firms suffer even when there is only one price change under competition except for a sufficiently small . In contrast, a monopoly may benefit from price adjustments for a wider range of . In other words, there exist values for which a firm benefits from price adjustments under monopoly but not duopoly.
To further develop insights into the impact of strategic customer behavior, we also investigate firms' equilibrium pricing policies when the number of periods T is sufficiently large.
Proposition 4. When the number of periods T goes to infinity, the equilibrium price of each firm can be approximated by
where A * is the unique real-valued solution to
We numerically find that A * / > 0; together with the fact that 2A 1 − / 4A * − 1 and 1 − / 4A * − 1 both decrease in A * , we conclude that the equilibrium prices of both firms decrease in for any given state t . This result is consistent with our intuition that firms have to reduce selling prices as customers become more strategic (and thus more willing to wait). Notice also that the ratio of profit margins of the two firms in period t, p * t H − c / p * t L − c , is equal to 2A * . As customers behave more strategically, this ratio becomes larger, implying that strategic purchase behavior further exacerbates the quality disadvantage of firm L.
Equilibrium Results When
Customers Are Myopic = 0
In contrast to strategic customers who take into account the entire price path when making purchase decisions, myopic customers ignore future purchase opportunities and make purchase decisions based on current prices only. The following proposition shows that there always exists a unique MPE with myopic customers. The equilibrium results can be derived directly from Proposition 2. However, we adopt a slightly different form for the recursive expressions to facilitate the proof of monotonicity properties stated in Proposition 5.
Proposition 5. With myopic customers, the unique pure-strategy MPE in each period t, t = 1 T , is characterized byp * t H t = 
Furthermore, we have the following: (i) Equilibrium prices decrease monotonically over time; that is,p * t i ≥p *
(ii) The coefficients of equilibrium profits decrease monotonically over time; that is, for a given ≥ c,r
Not surprisingly, equilibrium prices decrease over time, consistent with the earlier result in Proposition 3. An important fact revealed by the proof of the above proposition is thatr * t i
, i = H L, is decreasing in t for any given state . This immediately implies that the equilibrium profits of both firms increase in the number of periods. In other words, firms benefit from more opportunities to adjust prices faced with myopic customers. In a monopolistic setting, Besanko and Winston (1990) illustrated the benefit of price skimming as a way to extract consumer surplus. Our result here confirms that price skimming is still effective in a competitive market, given that customers act myopically. However, this is, in general, not true when customers are strategic (i.e., > 0). Recall that, with strategic customers, the equilibrium profits decrease in the number of periods, provided that customers are not almost myopic. Price skimming generally hurts firms' profits in the presence of strategic customers. This is because the benefit of price skimming has to be weighted against the profit loss resulting from strategic customer waiting. This highlights the importance of understanding strategic consumer behavior in a competitive market.
Unilateral Commitment to Static Pricing
Dynamic pricing incentivizes strategic customers to postpone purchases and wait for lower prices. One way to thwart strategic waiting behavior is to charge a single price over the entire selling horizon. Indeed, Zara, the Spanish fashion retailer, often promotes affordable full prices, informing their customers that items are not eligible for future discounts. A commitment to static pricing eliminates customers' incentive to wait, and is therefore potentially beneficial. Note that price commitment may not be credible because the firm can deviate to a different price given the residual demand. However, it can be enforced through certain commitment devices, such as supply chain contracts (Su and Zhang 2008) and best price provisions (Butz 1990 ). This section explores the value of commitment to static pricing (or price commitment, for short) in a duopoly pricing competition. When both firms commit to static pricing, the game reduces to the lastperiod problem with T = 1 analyzed in §4.1. Hence, in what follows, we confine ourselves to the situation where one firm commits to static pricing, and the other firm dynamically adjusts prices over time. Although there are several plausible assumptions on the sequence of the game (e.g., the commitment firm is a Stackelberg leader and the other firm acts as a Stackelberg follower), we focus on the case where both firms set prices simultaneously in the first period, and the noncommitment firm then dynamically changes prices in remaining periods. This is mainly for a fair comparison with the case of dynamic pricing competition analyzed in §4.2 where both firms move simultaneously in each period.
Firm H Commits to Static Pricing
Suppose the price charged by firm H is p H , which is fixed over the entire horizon, and firm L charges a price p t L in period t, t = 1 T . Because a customer discounts her utility over time, she would purchase in the first period if she decides to purchase product H. As such, firm H incurs positive sales in the first period only. The game between H and L is equivalent to a two-player game, where the strategy of firm H is p H , and the strategy of firm
The equilibrium prices p L are chosen to be subgame perfect in the sense that p t L p T L is firm L's optimal price strategy from periods t to T , given the residual demand.
The payoff function of firm L is given by
Constraint (3) defines the marginal valuationˆ 1 at which a customer is indifferent between purchasing products H and L in period 1; constraint (4) defines the marginal valuationˆ t at which a customer is indifferent between purchasing product L in period t − 1 and period t for t = 2 T ; for t = T + 1, constraint (5) ensures the remaining customers with nonnegative surpluses purchase in the last period T . The payoff function of firm H is then given by
Intuitively, the highest-valuation segment is covered by firm H in the first period, and the remaining customers determine when to purchase product L so Downloaded from informs.org by [110.76.83 .86] on 21 April 2015, at 21:03 . For personal use only, all rights reserved.
as to maximize each individual's own intertemporal utility. Proposition 6 fully characterizes the equilibrium pricing policy for the game. To facilitate the presentation, we define constants C t T t=1 and D t T t=2 as follows:
Suppose firm H commits to static pricing, and firm L dynamically changes prices over T discrete periods. A unique Markov perfect equilibrium for the game exists and can be described as follows:
The equilibrium prices for H and L are p * H and p * L , respectively, and * t is the maximum valuation of customers remaining in period t in equilibrium for t = 2 T . The equilibrium profits for H and L are given by r
L , respectively. The recursive expressions shown in Proposition 6 allow us to calculate the equilibrium prices and profits for both firms. A comparison with the case where both firms change prices dynamically would reveal the value of price commitment. We provide more detailed discussions in §7.
Firm L Commits to Static Pricing
We now consider the case in which firm L commits to a static price p L , and firm H changes prices dynamically over time and charges a price p t H in period t, t = 1 T . Following the same argument as when firm H commits, we conclude that firm L incurs sales only in the first period. Furthermore, because > , customers prefer to buy product L in the first period than to wait for product H in the later period provided that the two products are equally priced at the net present value. Therefore, it must be, in equilibrium, that the highest-valuation segment purchases product H in the first period, the second highest-valuation segment purchases product L in the first period, and the rest of the customers delay their purchases to later periods.
We can then formulate a two-player game between firms H and L, where firm H's strategy specifies the price vector p H = p 1 H p T H , and firm L's strategy prescribes a fixed price p L over the selling horizon. The payoff function of H is given by
Constraint (10) defines the marginal valuationˆ 1 at which a customer is indifferent between purchasing product L in the first period and purchasing product H in the second period; constraint (11) definesˆ t as the valuation of a marginal customer who is indifferent between purchasing H in period t and period t + 1 for t = 2 T − 1; and constraint (12) ensures that the remaining customers with nonnegative surpluses buy product H in the last period T .
Then firm L's payoff function is given by
The following proposition shows that there exists a unique MPE in the above game. We define constants E t T t=2 to facilitate the presentation:
Suppose firm L commits to static pricing, and firm H dynamically changes prices over T discrete periods. A unique MPE for the game exists when > . The equilibrium prices for H and L are, respectively, p * H and p * L , in the following: 
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These results can be immediately applied to calculate the equilibrium prices and profits in numerical experiments. We will illustrate the results and compare them with the case without price commitment in §7.
Numerical Study and Managerial Insights
In this section, we conduct extensive numerical experiments and discuss the managerial implications of our models and results. Our experimental design centers around two main contributing factors in the model, including vertical product differentiation summarized by the parameter and strategic customer behavior summarized by the parameter . We consider different combinations of and while fixing = 1 and c = 0. We have tried different and c values and found qualitatively similar results. We consider cases where ∈ 0 01 0 02 0 99 and ∈ 0 0 01 0 98 with the requirement that > . In total, we consider 4,851 cases with different combinations of and values. Of course, the equilibrium profits for H and L also depend on the number of periods T . In almost all cases, however, we observe that the equilibrium profits converge quite quickly as T increases. In the following numerical studies, we take T = 20, at which we obtain the limiting equilibrium profits.
Impact of Strategic Customer Behavior in
Dynamic Pricing Competition We numerically verified that the equilibrium profit for each firm decreases as customers become more strategic (i.e., increases) for any given quality ratio . The benchmark is each firm's equilibrium profit with myopic customers (i.e., = 0). Figure 2 (a) illustrates the result for = 0 8; the percentage loss in profit relative to the case of myopic customers increases in . The profit loss due to strategic customer behavior is not surprising, because demand becomes more price elastic when customers can delay their purchases resulting in intertemporal substitution. This observation corroborates a similar finding in the monopolistic setting (Besanko and Winston 1990) .
Interestingly, Figure 2 (a) also reveals that the profit loss from strategic customer behavior can be quite significant, with the low-quality firm incurring much larger profit loss than the high-quality firm. In the illustrative example, the percentage profit loss can reach up to 70% for firm L, but is less than 25% for firm H. To develop further insights into the role of product quality, we fix customer discount factor and compute the percentage profit loss relative to the case of myopic customers under different values of . Figure 2(b) demonstrates the result when = 0 2. We observe that for a fixed value of , the percentage profit loss becomes larger as the quality difference increases (i.e., decreases). When the quality difference is minimal (i.e., is close to 1), price competition is extremely intense; as shown in Proposition 3, both firms price almost at their costs, respectively, and obtain near-zero profits. However, as the two firms differ more in quality, the negative consequence of strategic customer behavior becomes severer. The intuition is the following: When customers behave myopically, they decide only which product to purchase in each period as they ignore the option of future purchases. Accordingly, firm L competes with firm H in each period ignoring intertemporal demand substitution. Difference emerges when customers act strategically. Within each period, strategic customers decide not only where to purchase, but also when to purchase because they may delay purchases in anticipation of future price discounts. Hence, product L is sandwiched between the offerings of product H Downloaded from informs.org by [110.76.83 .86] on 21 April 2015, at 21:03 . For personal use only, all rights reserved.
Management Science 59(1), pp. 84-101, © 2013 INFORMS in both the current period and the immediate future period. As customers become more strategic (i.e., increases), the impact of intertemporal demand substitution across periods is even stronger, resulting in much larger profit loss for firm L than for firm H.
Value of Unilateral Commitment to
Static Pricing Building on the equilibrium results in §6, we numerically study the value of unilateral price commitment by comparing the equilibrium profits with or without price commitment. The benchmark is each firm's equilibrium profit when both dynamically change prices over time. Hence, each firm's percentage gain (loss) in profit when firm H (or L) commits to static pricing is calculated as the percentage difference from its equilibrium profit in the dynamic pricing competition without price commitment. Figure 3 illustrates the percentage gain (loss) in profit when either H or L commits to static pricing for different and values.
Our main observations can be summarized as follows. (i) Unilateral price commitment of either firm, in general, leads to significant profit gains for both firms, except when customers are more or less myopic (i.e., is quite small).
(ii) The more strategic the customers, the larger the profit gain for each firm. (iii) Remarkably, the price commitment of the highquality firm usually brings more benefits for both firms, compared with the commitment of the lowquality firm.
To better understand those observations, we note that a firm's unilateral price commitment has three immediate consequences. First, committing to static pricing eliminates the incentive to wait for customers who choose the committing firm, and allows the firm to charge a higher price than the prices when dynamic pricing is adopted. Second, price commitment reduces the market competition as the two firms compete only in the first period (because customers who choose the committing firm purchase in the first period only), leaving the other firm to act as if it were a monopolistic seller in future periods. Finally, by committing to static pricing, a firm loses pricing flexibility, and hence, cannot benefit from price discrimination among heterogeneous customers. The relative gain/loss of each of the three effects above together determines the value of unilateral price commitment for the committing firm and its competitor.
Given the trade-off analysis above, it is straightforward to see that a firm's price commitment always benefits its competitor, who can dynamically change prices, because of less competition in later periods. The committing firm is also generally better off, implying that the benefits of eliminating strategic customer behavior can more than compensate for the cost of price inflexibility. Exceptions occur when is small. Intuitively, when customers are nearly myopic, the cost of price inflexibility dominates, and it is more important to price discriminate among the customers. As increases, customers have more incentive to wait; thus, the net benefit of price discrimination diminishes for the firms, and hence, price commitment is more favored. This is, indeed, the case shown in Figure 3 . Our results confirm that price commitment is an effective approach to mitigate the negative effects of strategic customer behavior.
One salient observation from Figure 3 is the asymmetric effects of price commitment on the two firms. Specifically, firm L always gains more from the price commitment of firm H than its own commitment, whereas firm H usually gains more from its own commitment than firm L's commitment, except when both and are sufficiently small. In other words, the commitment of H in general dominates that of L. The reason is the following: Because of firm L's quality disadvantage, the simultaneous competition with firm H in the first period results in a lower profit for firm L. Hence, the potential profits extracted from the remaining customers are comparably important to L, which can more than offset the negative consequence of strategic waiting behavior. However, the trade-off is quite different for firm H; the benefits of eliminating strategic waiting and lessening competition usually dominate the benefits from dynamic pricing because firm H is able to capture a sizable high-valuation customer base and earn a larger profit in one period. Only when both and are small are the benefits of dynamic pricing significant for firm H, because a highly differentiated market (i.e., small ) leads to a considerably large residual market after the first period. For example, when = 0 1 and = 0 2, the remaining market size after the first period is about 35%; however, it shrinks to 7% when = 0 8. The results suggest that a high-end business limit price markdowns; in so doing, it not only benefits itself but also the low-end competitor. This seems to be consistent with our observations in practice. For example, high-end retailers such as Neiman Marcus and Nordstrom sell most of their goods at full price (O'Donnell 2006).
The Commitment Game
Given that commitment to static pricing often leads to profit improvements for both firms, it is natural to ask whether such commitment can be achieved in equilibrium in a properly augmented commitment game. To this end, we consider a two-stage commitment game in which firms decide whether to commit in the first stage, and compete on prices in the second stage. When both firms choose to commit in the first stage, the game in the second stage becomes a static pricing competition game analyzed in §4.1. When only one firm commits, the second-stage game is a unilateral price commitment game introduced in §6. When both firms do not commit, the second-stage game is a dynamic pricing game in §4.2. Because we have derived the equilibrium results under each possible scenario in the second stage, we are fully equipped to analyze the commitment game in the first stage. Figure 4 plots in the -plane the regions for different equilibrium outcomes in the first stage. We make a few observations. First, in equilibrium, at most one firm would commit. Therefore, static pricing competition would never arise as an equilibrium outcome. Second, only in a tiny region where is close to 0 and is small, does neither firm commit to static pricing in equilibrium. Hence, dynamic pricing competition rarely emerges as an equilibrium.
The results have several implications. First, a dynamic pricing competition (neither firm commits) equilibrium requires two conditions: (i) a sufficiently small implying customers are nearly myopic, and (ii) a small implying the market is highly differentiated. Second, a unilateral price commitment can be largely sustained as an equilibrium outcome. Furthermore, when unilateral commitment of either firm arises as an equilibrium, the price commitment of H is shown to be a Pareto equilibrium unless both and are quite small. Last, we caution that the commitment game we analyze implicitly assumes that both firms can commit credibly to static pricing, which may require certain commitment devices to enforce it.
Other Insights
Our numerical studies also yield several other interesting conclusions. As revealed earlier, dynamic pricing tends to reduce firms' profits in the presence of strategic customers and competition. We further find that the detrimental effect of dynamic pricing is almost fully realized, even when each firm changes price only once. The result is somewhat negative from a practical standpoint and suggests that firms be careful when adopting dynamic pricing strategy, even when prices are changed infrequently.
We also numerically investigate the cost of ignoring strategic customer behavior. In particular, we find that the firm that ignores strategic customer behavior incurs profit loss, while the other, which recognizes strategic customer behavior, enjoys profit lift. This, in a way, suggests that firms would be unwilling to share information on strategic customer behavior. In addition, the low-quality firm tends to suffer more by wrongly assuming myopic customers than the high-quality firm, implying that it is even more important for the low-quality firm to manage strategic customer behavior. Our results echo those of Levin et al. (2009) 
Summary
We consider the dynamic pricing competition between two vertically differentiated firms when customers are strategic. We characterize a unique purestrategy MPE by explicit recursive expressions for the game under certain conditions. Price skimming naturally arises as a subgame perfect equilibrium in our model, paralleling the same result in a monopoly market in Besanko and Winston (1990) . By virtue of a vertical differentiation setup, we emphasize the asymmetric impact of strategic customer behavior on quality-differentiated firms, with the low-quality firm suffering much more than the high-quality firm. A broad message from our work is that the disadvantage of offering inferior products is exacerbated by strategic customer behavior.
To counteract negative effects of strategic customer behavior, we investigate a unilateral price commitment game in which one firm commits to static pricing and the other firm dynamically changes prices over time. We show that unilateral price commitment usually benefits both firms compared with dynamic pricing competition, revealing the value of price commitment in a competitive market. Moreover, our results highlight the difference between price commitment of the high-quality firm and that of the low-quality firm. We show that price commitment of the high-quality firm generally results in larger profit improvements for both firms. Via a study of an extended game where firms first choose whether to commit to static pricing, we find that unilateral commitment almost always emerges as an equilibrium; in addition, price commitment of the high-quality firm tends to Pareto dominate that of the low-quality firm. Our results suggest that high-end businesses charging constant prices is frequently a desirable market outcome for sellers, which seems to be supported by casual observations in markets.
Our stylized model assumes unlimited capacity and deterministic demand. Although we do believe that relaxing these assumptions is of general interest and can sharpen our insights, our initial attempt suggests that it often leads to significant analytical challenges and, therefore, presents directions for future research.
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Appendix. Proofs
Proof of Lemma 1. Fix period t < T . Suppose a customer with valuation v purchases in period t. She purchases product H in period t if and only if
The above inequalities are equivalent to
It is then straightforward to see that (19) holds for any v > v . Hence, all customers with v > v will also purchase product H in period t.
Similarly, a customer with valuation v purchases product L in period t if and only if
Because > , solving the system of the above inequalities yields
It can be verified that for any v such that (20) holds, and hence these customers purchase product L in period t. On the other hand, if v > and thus v satisfies (20) . Those customers therefore purchase product H in period t.
Proof of Proposition 1.
, one of the firms receives zero profit; therefore, a Nash equilibrium cannot be sustained. This means that a Nash equilibrium price pair must satisfy p T L / ≤ p T H < p T L + 1 − T , in which case the first-order conditions lead to the equilibrium prices and corresponding profits given in the proposition.
To show that the price pair
is a Nash equilibrium, we need to show that both firms do not have incentive to deviate from this solution. First observe that p * T H T < 1 − T + c; hence, firm L cannot deviate to improve his profit. For firm H, it can be shown that the optimal price in the region as the unique Nash equilibrium.
Proof of Proposition 2. The result in period T is given in Proposition 1. We use backward induction to establish a unique pure-strategy MPE in periods 1 to T − 1. 
Similarly, the payoff function of firm L is
Taking partial derivatives, we have
We next show that there exists a unique Nash equilibrium in period t in region III. The proof proceeds in several steps. We first solve the first-order conditions in each region ignoring boundary conditions, and verify that the solution in region III is valid. We then show that the solution in region III is a Nash equilibrium by demonstrating that both firms have no incentive to deviate from this solution. Finally, we show that the solutions in regions I, II, and IV cannot sustain as Nash equilibria, establishing the uniqueness of the equilibrium.
Step 1: Solve the first-order conditions in each region. We first solve the first-order conditions in each region, ignoring the boundary conditions. We obtain the following solutions for H and L, respectively: 
The solution of first-order conditions in region III is the intersection of the two best response functions. Because the response function m t H t m t L is below the boundary of regions I and III in Figure 1 , we only need to show the response function m t L t m t H is above the boundary of regions II and III, requiring that X 2 t+1 / 2 X 2 t+1 + 1 − X t+1 − 1 − B t+1 L < X t+1 / 1 − + X t+1 . The condition above is equivalent to − 1 − A t H 2 + 1 − − 1 − A t H − 2 1 − B t L > 0, which readily follows if A t H − 2 B t L ≥ 0 because < . We now show this result by induction.
When t = T , we have A T H = 2 1 − / 4 − and B T L = 1 − / 4 − 2 . Then it is easy to verify that
Therefore, A t H − 2 B t L ≥ 0. We conclude that the solution derived from first-order conditions in region III is valid.
Step 2: Show that the solution in region III is a Nash equilibrium. To check whether the solution in region III is a Nash equilibrium, we show that neither firm has an incentive to deviate. We first show that firm L has no incentive to deviate. Note that firm L cannot increase profit by deviating to region II, where only H incurs positive demand in period t. This follows immediately from the fact thatm t L t is the optimal solution for L in region III, which is necessarily better than the solution on the boundary of regions III and II whenm t H t stays constant. Now we show that L cannot deviate to region I. To show this, note that
It is immediate to see from Figure 1 that L cannot deviate to region I profitably whenm t H t ≤ 1 − t − c . We next show that firm H has no incentive to deviate. Notice that the valuation of a marginal customer, who is indifferent between purchasing in periods t and t + 1, is determined by the margin of L in period t in both region I and region III. Should Firm H deviate from region III to region I, it earns no profit in period t and the same profit in the future. Hence, firm H will not deviate from region III to region I. Next we show that firm H cannot deviate profitably from region III to region II. By the optimality of m t H t in region III, firm H has no incentive to deviate fromm t H t to the boundary of region II and region III unilaterally. In region II, the margin of H determined by first-order conditions is given bỹ
On the other hand,
It then follows that
Therefore, the point m t H t m t L t lies above region II, implying that the profit of firm H is optimized at the boundary of regions II and III within region II. Combining the arguments above shows that firm H has no incentive to deviate from region III to region II.
Step 3: Show that solutions in regions I, II, and IV cannot sustain as Nash equilibria. The solution in region I cannot be a Nash equilibrium in period t. The reason is the following: firm H can always deviate from region I to region III by lowering its price. Because the marginal valuation, at which a customer is indifferent in purchasing in periods t and t + 1, is determined by the margin of L in period t in this case, firm H can earn higher profit in period t and the same profit in the future by deviating to region III.
The solution in region II cannot be a Nash equilibrium because firm L can deviate profitably. For a fixed margin of firm H , firm L can always lower its margin and set it according to (21) . Because the function (21) is above the boundary of regions II and III (see Figure 1) , such a deviated solution always lie in region III. According to the proof in
Step 2, firm L earns higher profit by such deviation than staying in region II.
The solution in region IV cannot be a Nash equilibrium. In region IV, both firms have zero sales, thus the number of remaining customers (i.e., state t ) is the same as in the next period t + 1. Because both firms discount profits over time, they would incur sales in period t rather than in period t + 1 unless there is no sales in the future anymore. But Proposition 1 shows that there are positive sales in the last period. Therefore, no Nash equilibrium exists in region IV by induction.
Summarizing the arguments above completes the proof.
Lemma 2 is used in the proofs of Proposition 3 and Proposition 4. 
The sequence A t T t=1 is monotone in t. In particular, given , there existsˆ ∈ 0 such that A t T t=1 is monotonically decreasing in t for > ≥ˆ and monotonically increasing in t for 0 ≤ <ˆ .
Proof. We prove the equilibrium result by induction. First the equilibrium result holds in period T following Proposition 1. For the inductive step, fix t ≤ T − 1 and assume the result holds in period t + 1.
In period t, suppose the state is t and the price pair is p t . Letˆ t+1 be the valuation of a marginal customer who is indifferent between buying product L in period t and buying product H in period t + 1. Thenˆ t+1 should satisfy
Here, we implicitly use the equilibrium result of Proposition 2, in particular that both H and L are offered in each period. It follows that
The profit functions in period t are given by (26) and simplifying leads to the expressions for r * t H t and r * t L t . From (22) and (24), we have A t = f A t+1 for all t < T , where
It can be shown that f x is strictly increasing in x when − 4x − 1 + 2 1 − x > 0. Now we show the monotonicity of The sign of the difference is determined by the numerator on the right-hand side, which we denote by h . It can be shown that h is concave in and is maximized at * = 4 − / 2 + 2 < . Furthermore, h 0 < 0 and h > 0.
Therefore, there exists 0 <ˆ < * such that h < 0 for 0 ≤ <ˆ and h ≥ 0 forˆ ≤ ≤ , whereˆ is the unique solution of h = 0. Hence, for any given , A T −1 < A T when 0 ≤ <ˆ and A T −1 ≥ A T whenˆ ≤ ≤ . Because f x is strictly increasing in x, A T −2 = f A T −1 < f A T = A T −1 when A T −1 < A T and A T −2 = f A T −1 > f A T = A T −1 when A T −1 > A T . Recursively applying this argument, we conclude that A t T t=1 is monotonically increasing in t when 0 ≤ <ˆ whereas it is monotonically decreasing in t when ≥ ≥ˆ .
Proof of Proposition 3. Part (i): By Lemma 2, the sequence A t T t=1 is monotonically increasing in t for small and monotonically decreasing in t otherwise. Note that the coefficients of the equilibrium expressions, 2A t 1 − / 4A t − 1 and 1 − / 4A t − 1 , both decrease in A t , and hence the equilibrium prices decrease over time for an increasing sequence of A t T t=1 . We next show this is also true when A t T t=1 is decreasing in t; that is, p * t i t > p * t+1 i * t+1 t , for t = 1 T − 1, i = H L. The valuation * t+1 t is the highest valuation that would purchase in period t + 1 given the equilibrium price pair p * is equivalent to Y t+1 < 1.
Notice that
is decreasing in A t+1 . Together with the fact
we can conclude that Y t+1 < 1, for t = 0 T − 1. We next show A t > A t+1 Y t+1 by induction. In period T −1, we can easily verify A T −1 > A T Y T . Assume this also holds in period t ≤ T − 1. Because the function A t+1 Y t+1 decreases in A t+1 , thus A t Y t < A t+1 Y t+1 as A t > A t+1 . Therefore, A t−1 > A t > A t+1 Y t+1 > A t Y t . The first inequality holds because A t T t=1 is decreasing over time, and the second inequality follows from induction hypothesis. This completes the proof of part (i).
Part (ii) is obvious because the coefficients of the equilibrium margins and profits for both firms approach zero as goes to one.
Proof of Proposition 4. By Lemma 2, the sequence A t T t=1 is monotone in time index t. Thus, for any fixed t, A t will approach a limit, denoted by A * , as the number of 
